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Transnational Access (TA) allowed me to visit the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources to collect fine-scale spatial data on shrub species abundances and community characteristics across the varied Nuuk and Kobbefjord landscapes. I sampled several hundred 90x90 m spatial grids that had been predicted as low, medium, or high abundance by Boosted Regression Tree abundance models (BRTs) for the region. The resulting high precision dataset will now allow me to i) determine the drivers of regional shrub abundances and their future distributions, ii) understand how microhabitat conditions affect Arctic ecosystems, and iii) validate spatial prediction models of shrub abundances. This dataset, which is spatially random and independent from the data used to train the BRTs, will allow me to assess what environmental parameters cause differences in model performance. Understanding where and why such model performance differs will ultimately yield improvements to spatial prediction tools at an Arctic and global scale. The extensive presence-absence data part of this dataset is furthermore useful to ecologists studying Arctic shrub distributions. As an international and interdisciplinary research project, this work directly ties in to TA goals, and the resulting data is critical for future ecological research focused at understanding and predicting the impacts of climate change in the Arctic.